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DORSH HAIR STYLING FULL WAX - D1 150 ML

This conditioner with a strong holding power is ideal 
for dynamic and fascinating hair models thanks 
to its texture providing ultra brightness and its 
structure delivering maximum holding force. 

DORSH POWDER STYLING WAX 20 G DORSH POWDER STYLING WAX 20 G
DORSH HAIR STYLE GEL -
PROVOCATIVE SHAPES GUM LOCK D16 700 ML

It helps to shape your hair by giving a matte feel and volume with its 
innovative composition. Apply the product repeatedly when you want 
to create different hairstyles and want stronger hold. It does not leave 
an oily sticky feeling on the hair. It does not leave any residue on the 
hair surface.

It helps to shape your hair by giving a matte feel and volume with its 
innovative composition. Apply the product repeatedly when you want 
to create different hairstyles and want stronger hold. It does not leave 
an oily sticky feeling on the hair. It does not leave any residue on the 
hair surface.

It gives your hair form that lasts up to 24 hours. It leaves no residue 
on your hair. Special components in its formulation protect the natural 
structure of your hair and, prevents hair splits and losses caused by 
gel. 

DORSH HAIR STYLE MAT WAX - D5 150 ML

Delivers a flexible holding power by making your 
hair a perfect, natural look thanks to its matt 
structure; ideal for bulky hair styles. 

DORSH HAIR STYLE FIRE WAX - D2 150 ML

Ideal for retro hair models, compartmented, sharp 
shapes to protect against environmental impacts 
and damages, delivering reshapes, bulkiness and 
extraordinary brightness for your hair, thanks to its 
special formula.

DORSH HAIR STYLE CREAM WAX - D6 150 ML

Delivers unbelievable bulkiness, extraordinary 
texture with its formula defying the gravity. Makes 
hair emphasized not causing any oily look thanks to 
its structure containing wax. Easy to apply thanks 
to its creamy structure. 

DORSH HAIR STYLE ROCK WAX - D3 150 ML

Makes the hair look well-groomed, strong and bright 
thanks to its contents reflecting the light; natural 
finishing for and uncombed hair with pleasant 
should be odour. 

DORSH HAIR STYLE SPIDER WAX - D7 150 ML

Tamer of unruly hair.It gives you the necessary 
flexibility to give your hair the shape you want.It 
gives your hair medium shine.style your hair with 
DORSH Spider Wax.

DORSH HAIR STYLE FLEX WAX - D4 150 ML

Perfect to create elegant, smooth styles with 
natural appearance, medium level of brightness 
and medium level of holding thanks to its content 
moisturizing the hair. 
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REDORSH HAIR GARLIC SHAMPOO 1000 ML

Dorsh Garlic Hair Shampoo contains garlic extract, cleans hair 
and hair roots deeply with herbal essences. Thanks to its special 
formula with garlic extract, as well as helping to prevent hair 
loss, Dorsh Garlic Shampoo also corrects the hair’s oil balance, 
restructures it and gives shine and lustre. Rich in sulphur, 
vitamins and aminoacids, the formula provides complete care by 
repairing damaged hair and increasing its resistance.

DORSH HAIR KERATIN PROTEIN MASK 500 ML
Daily wear and tear can damage the hair’s surface and weaken 
the fibre. Hair becomes weak, looking limp and lifeless, losing 
its shine and silky feel. DORSH Keratin-Protein Hair Mask that 
is enriched with Collagen, one of the structure of skin and hair, 
absorb into every hair fiber to provides silky softness.Instantly 
detangled, hair is soft, smooth and silky to the touch. 

DORSH HAIR KERATIN PROTEIN SHAMPOO 
1000 ML
DORSH Keratin-Protein Hair Shampoo is specially formulated for 
very damaged.over treated hair. It is enriched with Plant Keratin 
which features hydrolyzed proteins derived from wheat, corn and 
soybeans. Provides gently cleansing and helps to increase the 
moisturization and easy dry and wet combing. It contains special 
components that help to have softer and stronger hair.

DORSH HAIR ARGAN MASK 500 ML
DORSH Argan Hair Mask that is enriched with nature’s Argan 
Oil absorbs into every hair fiber to provide silky softness and 
enhanced elasticity while moisturizing. Instantly detangled, hair 
is soft, smooth and silky to the touch. Special formula helps to 
repair and color protection on hair.

DORSH HAIR ARGAN SHAMPOO 1000 ML
DORSH Argan Hair Shampoo is specially formulated for colored 
and highlited hair. It is enriched with Argan Oil which is known 
as nourishing for hair and having a high content of tocopherols 
(Vitamin E). Provides gently cleans- ing, helps to increase the 
elasticity of your hair. It contains special components that 
support to have softer and stronger hair.

DORSH HAIR KERATIN SERUM 125 ML

Keratin Hair Care Serum leaves hair smooth, silky 
soft with a vibrant shine. It helps prevent split ends 
and eliminates frizz.

DORSH HAIR ARGAN SERUM 125 ML

Argan Hair Care Serum leaves hair smooth, silky soft 
with a vibrant shine. It helps prevent split ends and 
eliminates frizz.

DORSH HAIR CREAM CONDITIONER MIRACLE 
12 IN 1000 ML
It contains 12 kinds of active ingredients including SESAME OIL,INDOIL 
OIL, ARGAN OIL, WHEAT SEED OIL, PINE OIL, ALMOND OIL, YLANG YLANG 
OIL,JOJOBA OIL,KERATIN,WALNUT OIL,ALOE VERA.This oil blend; Helps nourish 
hair, scalp and hair follicles, moisturize the hair to give it a silky and shiny 
appearance.It repairs damaged and dry hair and contributes to its well-
being and vitality.Gives volume to your hair,strengthens and nourishes your 
hair by repairing your heat damaged hair.It controls the frizzy and flyaway 
hair.Helps to repair hair from end to bottom and reduce hair loss.

DORSH TWO PHASE CONDINITIONER - COLLOGEN 400 ML

DORSH SILVER SHAMPOO 500 ML DORSH KERATIN OIL 100 ML DORSH ARGAN OIL 100 ML

DORSH TWO PHASE CONDINITIONER -ARGAN 400 ML DORSH TWO PHASE CONDINITIONER - KERATIN 400 ML

It helps to shape your hair by giving a matte feel and volume with its 
innovative composition. Apply the product repeatedly when you want 
to create different hairstyles and want stronger hold. It does not leave 
an oily sticky feeling on the hair. It does not leave any residue on the 
hair surface.

Dorsh Silver Shampoo helps neutralize white, gray and blond hair that 
has faded, lost its vitality and shine.
Provides vivid, shiny and silver colored hair.

Dorsh Keratin Oil contributes to the strengthening and shine of your 
hair, which is over-processed with the oils in its  content and whose 
structure is damaged due to stress and environmental factors.It helps 
to prevent breakage by rejuvenesce the damaged keratin structure in 
your hair.

Dorsh Argan Oil helps your hair to be nourished, strengthened and 
shiny with the oils it contains.It neutralizes your frizzy and static hair.
Suitable for all hair types.It helps dry and damaged hair to look 
voluminous and shiny.

It helps to shape your hair by giving a matte feel and volume with its 
innovative composition. Apply the product repeatedly when you want 
to create different hairstyles and want stronger hold. It does not leave 
an oily sticky feeling on the hair. It does not leave any residue on the 
hair surface.

It helps to shape your hair by giving a matte feel and volume with its 
innovative composition. Apply the product repeatedly when you want 
to create different hairstyles and want stronger hold. It does not leave 
an oily sticky feeling on the hair. It does not leave any residue on the 
hair surface.
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REDORSH AFTER SHAVE CREAM COLOGNE D13 

400 ML
 It supports the regeneration of the cells in the skin, which has 
been exposed to environmental effects and become weak, and 
helps the face skin in the maintenance of its health.

DORSH 2!2 FOR MEN PARFUME 100 ML

Suitable for all of skin types

Dermatologically tested

Suitable for daily use

DORSH AFTER SHAVE CREAM COLOGNE D14 
400 ML
 It supports the regeneration of the cells in the skin, which has 
been exposed to environmental effects and become weak, and 
helps the face skin in the maintenance of its health.

DORSH BRB FOR MEN PARFUME 100 ML

Suitable for all of skin types

Dermatologically tested

Suitable for daily use

DORSH BLACK MASK 150 ML
In-depth cleansing Peel-Off mask. Contained salicylic acid and 
it helps ta purify dirt and oil from the skin thanks to the plant 
complex. Helps clean the dead skin on the skin. It also gives a 
feeling of freshness in the skin after use thanks to menthol that 
it contains.

DORSH C/O FOR MEN PARFUME 100 ML

Suitable for all of skin types

Dermatologically tested

Suitable for daily use

DORSH RCH FOR MEN PARFUME 100 ML

Suitable for all of skin types

Dermatologically tested

Suitable for daily use

DORSH SHAVING GEL PERFORMANCE 
INFUSED D15 700 ML
Due to its moistening feature, it helps you in smoothing your beard and 
protecting your skin. It enhances the makes easier glide between the 
skin and the razor blade for a more comfortable shaving. It helps in the 
protection against irritations and, makes the skin seem healthier. 

DORSH BEARD OIL 100 ML

With its Formula with oils rich in E-vitamins the producy nourishes and 
moisturizes your dry and worn Beard. The product makes your Beard 
extraordinary soft and shiny. This product makes your Beard grow in a 
healthy way and provides a solution to spill problems.
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DORSH NECK STRIP 5 PIECE
DORSH DISPOSABLE HAIR CUTTING CAPE 
PATTERN 50 PIECE

It makes the barber cape personal to each customer and 
prevents hair from going under. It prevents cape from exposure 
of contagions, dirt, blood and sweat. It prevents from chemicals 
exposure such as hair spray, and hair dye to customer’s skin. It is 
applicable to all neck sizes with its flexibilty form. 

It is an indispensable product for those who care about hygiene 
and practicality..

It is preferred by many coiffeur and barber salons with its 
economical price and easy use.

LIPOSOLUBLE WAX AZULEN 500 GR
Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing 
with its improved formula. It is specially produced from first 
quality resin with advanced technology. It has ideal stickiness.
It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it 
contains. It is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair
Suitable for sensitive skin. It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, 
armpits, bikini area, upper lip and on the eyebrows.

DORSH DISPOSABLE TOWEL 100 PİECE
PRESERVING LIPOSOLUBLE WAX AZULEN 
800 ML

It is an indispensable product for those who care about hygiene 
and quality. All towels are individually  packaged. It provides 
comfortable use with its high absorption feature.

Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing 
with its improved formula. It is specially produced from first 
quality resin with advanced technology. It has ideal stickiness. 
It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it 
contains. It is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair. Suitable 
for sensitive skin.It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, armpits, 
bikini area, upper lip and on the eyebrows.

LIPOSOLUBLE WAX BLACK 500 GR
Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing 
with its improved formula. It is specially produced from first 
quality resin with advanced technology. It has ideal stickiness.
It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it 
contains. It is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair
Suitable for sensitive skin. It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, 
armpits, bikini area, upper lip and on the eyebrows.

DISPOSABLE HAIR CUTTING CAPE 50 PIECE
PRESERVING LIPOSOLUBLE WAX TITANIUM 
800 ML

It is an indispensable product for those who care about hygiene 
and practicality..

It is preferred by many coiffeur and barber salons with its 
economical price and easy use.

Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing 
with its improved formula. It is specially produced from first 
quality resin with advanced technology. It has ideal stickiness. 
It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it 
contains. It is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair. Suitable 
for sensitive skin. It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, armpits, 
bikini area, upper lip and on the eyebrows.

LIPOSOLUBLE WAX NATURAL 500 GR
Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing 
with its improved formula. It is specially produced from first 
quality resin with advanced technology. It has ideal stickiness.
It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it 
contains. It is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair
Suitable for sensitive skin. It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, 
armpits, bikini area, upper lip and on the eyebrows.

LIPOSOLUBLE WAX TITANIUM 500 GR
Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing 
with its improved formula. It is specially produced from first 
quality resin with advanced technology. It has ideal stickiness.
It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it 
contains. It is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair
Suitable for sensitive skin. It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, 
armpits, bikini area, upper lip and on the eyebrows.

METAL METARIAL CLEANING SPRAY 300 ML
PRESERVING LIPOSOLUBLE WAX NATURAL 
800 ML

It is an indispensable product for you to use your metal tools clean and 
safely. With this product, you can sterilize all your metal items in coiffeur 
& barber salons.

Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing 
with its improved formula. It is specially produced from first 
quality resin with advanced technology. It has ideal stickiness. 
It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it 
contains. It is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair. Suitable 
for sensitive skin. It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, armpits, 
bikini area, upper lip and on the eyebrows.

ROLL ON LIPOSOLUBLE WAX AZULEN 100 ML ROLL ON LIPOSOLUBLE WAX TITANIUM 100 ML ROLL ON LIPOSOLUBLE WAX NATURAL 100 ML
Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing with its improved 
formula. It is specially produced from first quality resin with advanced technology. It has 
ideal stickiness. It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it contains. It 
is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair. Suitable for sensitive skin.
It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, armpits, bikini area, upper lip and on the 
eyebrows.

Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing with its improved 
formula. It is specially produced from first quality resin with advanced technology. It has 
ideal stickiness. It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it contains. It 
is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair. Suitable for sensitive skin.
It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, armpits, bikini area, upper lip and on the 
eyebrows.

Feel the silky softness and smoothness on your skin after waxing with its improved 
formula. It is specially produced from first quality resin with advanced technology. It has 
ideal stickiness. It is easy to apply to the skin with the Farma quality wax it contains. It 
is suitable for use on dark skin and hard hair. Suitable for sensitive skin.
It is suitable for use in sensitive areas, armpits, bikini area, upper lip and on the 
eyebrows.
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